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Safe Harbor Guidelines & Legal Notes
The information presented today contains forward-looking statements as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements may include, but are not limited
to, anticipated future financial and operating results and Silicom’s outlook and prospects. Those statements are based on management’s current beliefs, expectations and assumptions,
which may be affected by subsequent business, political, environmental, regulatory, economic and other conditions, and necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties,
which include, but are not limited to, Silicom’s increasing dependence for substantial revenue growth on a limited number of customers in each of the evolving markets in which it
operates, which include the market for its Edge products (especially in the evolving SD-WAN and NFV markets) and the Cloud Data centers market, which have only started to develop in

recent years and which may evolve in ways which Silicom has not anticipated and has no control over, the speed and extent to which Silicom's solutions in the markets detailed above are
adopted by the relevant market, and the likelihood that Silicom will rely increasingly on customers which provide its solutions in the markets detailed above, resulting in an increasing
dependence on a smaller number of larger customers, difficulty in commercializing and marketing of Silicom’s products and services, maintaining and protecting brand recognition,
protection of intellectual property, competition, disruptions to our manufacturing, sales & marketing, development, customer support and new Design Wins related activities, along with
general disruptions to the entire world economy relating to the spread of novel coronavirus (COVID-19) and other factors which Silicom discusses in its public filings. Therefore, there can

be no assurance that actual future results will not differ significantly from anticipated results. Therefore, you are cautioned not to rely on these forward-looking statements. Silicom does
not undertake to update any forward-looking statements as a result of new information or future events or developments except as may be required by law. Financial information as of
2010, as presented herein, may be considered "non-GAAP financial measures" under Regulation G and related reporting requirements promulgated by the Securities and Exchange
Commission ("SEC") as they apply to Silicom. Please note that any financial information presented for the period prior to 2010 is in accordance with GAAP. Please refer to Silicom’s
disclosure documents filed or furnished with the SEC, including Silicom’s Annual Reports on Form 20-F and/or Quarterly Reports on Form 6-K, for a reconciliation of non-GAAP measures

to the most directly comparable GAAP measures. Silicom provides such non-GAAP data to investors as supplemental data and not in substitution or replacement for GAAP measures,
because Silicom's management believes such data provides useful information to investors.
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Corporate Overview
Leading provider of Data Center & Edge Computing solutions for next generation Cloud,
Telecom, Mobile Operator, Service Provider and On-Premise infrastructures
20+ years of experience delivering high performance NICs, Offload NICs (HW
accelerators) and Smart FPGA-based NICS
Leading supplier of innovative Edge/CPE units to leading global Telcos and
OEMs
Positioned to benefit from the growth of multiple rapidly-expanding markets:
SD-WAN, Cloud, Data Centers, 5G, NFV and Cyber Security

Exceptional financial track record: 16 years of continuous profitability
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Exceptional Financial Track Record
Consistent performance
• 64 quarters (16 years) of
continuous profitability
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Guidance & Visibility
• Only one slight short-fall from
the guidance we have
provided over the past 20
quarters

Strong balance sheet
• Cash - $76M
• No debt
• Stockholders’ Equity - $155M

Large Global Customer Base
Over 400 active Design Wins with
170+ customers, including numerous
market leaders
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Diverse Attractive Markets
Market Segments

Global Markets
APAC
6%

Others
8%
Storage
8%
Cyber Security
33%

EMEA
33%

Platforms / Infrastructure
(Including SD-WAN, NFV, etc.)
33%

Network Appliances
(Including App. Delivery, WAN Optimization, etc.)
18%

% of Last Twelve Months Revenues
Based on proprietary Company data and analysis
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North America
61%

Main Trends Driving Silicom’s Growth

Appliances go to the Cloud
• From on-premise to Cloud-based data centers

• Application vendors (Silicom’s customers) focus
on selling software to cloud players rather than
full HW+SW solution to end-users
• Cloud players use standard compute nodes
with onboard or standard NICs
• Increased use of HW acceleration for next
generation Cloud infrastructure
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Disaggregation and Decoupling
• HW is decoupled from SW, creating a need for
smart platforms and other smart solutions
• Different aspects of the network are handled
independently based on non-proprietary
standards and protocols
• Multiple players offer specific best-of-breed
application solutions rather than full solutions

Going to the Cloud
• Migration from specific Bare Metal solutions to Virtualized Appliances used in a Cloud Service

• Use of Smart platforms, including optional Smart NICs for dedicated workload acceleration
• Demand for an open system to host multiple applications
• Distributed architecture that scales in line with customer needs and demand for performance

DPI

BRAS

Firewall
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GGSN/SGSN

CG-NAT

Cloudification of Services

Virtual Appliance

Appliance

PE Router

Session Border
Controller

DPI

BRAS

CG-NAT

Firewall

GGSN/SGSN

PE Router

Virtual
Appliances

Orchestration, Automation &
Remote Install

Standard HighVolume Servers

vFW

vRouter

5G Core

vBNG

vSBC

vRAN

Impact of Cloud Trend on Silicom
•

Decreased demand for standard server adapters

•

Increased demand for Smart Cards including offload accelerator NICs and Programmable NICs

•

Silicom’s solutions for the Cloud:

•

•

Programmable NIC for network nodes already
deployed at a major Cloud Player

Ethernet NIC Market

3,000
2,500

FPGA Smart card developed together with Intel for
Cloud UPF (User Plane Function) and Cyber Security
offload
Compute node solution targeting OVS (Open vSwitch)
and similar (working together with Intel)

2,000

$ Millions

•

3,500

1,500
1,000
500

•

Currently developing additional Smart Cards in
cooperation with Intel

0
2016

2017

2018

Programmable NICs

2019
Offload NICs
Source: IHS Markit, 2018
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2020

2021
Basic NICs

2022

The Disaggregation & Decoupling Trend
Migration to Disaggregated and Decoupled
hardware and software is happening
Affects all network elements - from Access to
Core, and from Edge to Cloud and Data
Center
Silicom has developed solutions for most of
the network segments – including highly
competitive Smart Platforms and Smart
Cards

Timeframe for white box disaggregated networking solutions. Source: Heavy Reading

Open RAN to “account for 58% of total RAN
capex spending at $32.3 billion and be
deployed at 65% of all sites by 2026.”
RAN Research, Rethink Technology Research
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SD-WAN: First Disaggregation and Decoupling Driven Success for Silicom
• Customers:
- Tier 1 and Tier 2 Service Providers
- OEMs and System Integrators
Firewall

Router

SD-WAN

Router

SD-WAN

SD-WAN

- Long and “fat” pipeline

• Partners:
- SD-WAN Software vendors

Virtualization

Virtualization

- Virtualized SD-WAN players using vCPEs/uCPEs
- Intel – Hardware, Go-To-Market, Reference systems

Entry Level uCPE

Mid Range uCPE

High-End uCPE

• Products:
- Entry level, Mid-Range and High-End CPEs/uCPEs

Expanding Edge Compute portfolio

- Embedded and stand-alone secured management solutions

- Acceleration and switching smart cards
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Disaggregation & Decoupling in the Mobile Network
Following the SD-WAN Success
• Goals: Service providers aim to reduce TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) and use best in class solutions by disaggregation
and decoupling HW and SW

• Advantage: integration between different layers via
standardization and open interfaces enables numerous
specialized HW and SW vendors to participate, rather than
just 2-3 dominant companies
• Open consortiums led by Telecom and Cloud companies
define the open hardware, software and interfaces:
• OCP - Open Compute Platforms
• TIP - Telecom Infrastructure Project
• O-RAN - Open Radio Access Network
• ONF - Open Network Foundation

• Silicom is member and contributor for OCP, TIP, O-RAN, ONF
• Silicom partners with Software Vendors
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https://telecominfraproject.com/openran/

Silicom Disaggregated 4G/5G Solutions – from Edge to Cloud
5G
eCPRI (O-RAN)

5G

GPS

Silicom Encryption
cards

Silicom Time Sync card
Silicom eASIC/FPGA Card

Silicom FPGA-Based
Smart Cards
5G UPF
OVS

F1/Ethernet

4G

Silicom DU

Silicom CU

Distributed Unit

Centralized Unit

Fronthaul
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N2/3 Ethernet

Midhaul

GM

Centralized Cloud

Backhaul

Internet

Silicom Products for Mobile Infrastructure (Partial)
Silicom Madrid and Cordoba – ATOM platform with LTE
and 5G uplink for Fixed Wireless Access

4G/5G Edge (UE)
for FWA market

Silicom Barcelona – 1U Xeon platform including Time
Sync and FEC acceleration

Silicom Large3 – 2U Xeon platform including Ethernet
Switch

4G/5G DU and
CU platforms

Silicom Vigo - 2U Xeon platform including Time Sync
and FEC acceleration
Silicom STS - Ethernet NIC with Time Sync technology
Silicom Oakham - SmartNIC (FPGA) with Silicom Time
Sync technology

4G/5G Add-in cards
for DU and CU

Silicom Lisbon – 4G/5G FEC acceleration
Silicom N5010 – 5G Core UPF acceleration based on
FPGA technology
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The Potential
CPE and uCPE for SD-WAN and NFV

4G/5G Deployments

• Ramp-up of current SD-WAN wins

• Platforms only, Cards only, and full platforms with cards

• Ramp up of current virtual SD-WAN and NFV wins

• 4G & 5G support

• New wins with Telcos (pipeline)

• Major deployments planned by Telcos/Mobile operators globally

• New wins with OEMs (pipeline)

• Silicom is engaged (including field trials) with relevant customers
and partners

• Additional use cases
• Silicom is engaged with relevant customers and partners

• Many of the above offer potential of a few million to tens of
millions per year

• Many of the above offer potential of a few million to tens of
millions per year

• A few of the above may offer a potential of about a hundred
million per year
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In the Spotlight Success Story
DU
(Distributed Unit)

• Tier 1 Mobile Operator Selects Silicom’s 4G/5G Next
Generation Integrated Distributed Unit (DU) for Field
Trials
• Typical system includes:
• Silicom Edge Compute platform
• Silicom Time Sync Ethernet NIC

Smart Platform
Telco grade system

• Silicom eASIC FEC Acceleration

• Supports both 4G and 5G deployments
• Tested with Intel FlexRAN (vRAN Reference)
• Potential can reach about $100M per year
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Add-In-Cards
Ethernet, FPGA, eASIC

https://www.silicom-usa.com/news/october-13-2020/

Collaboration with Intel
• Continue with the “Intel Plus” strategy
• Collaboration today more powerful than ever:
• Creating FPGA cards for and with Intel, and going to
customers together
• Creating together with Intel first to market eASIC based
acceleration cards
• Going together to SD-WAN opportunities based on
reference designs made for Intel

• Adding Time Sync functionality for various “flavors” of
Intel-based NICs
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Collaboration with Intel
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Financials

Q4/2020 Financials (Non-GAAP)
(in millions, except EPS data)
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Q4/2020

% of Revenues

Revenues

$33.9

100%

Gross Profit

$11.4

33.6%

Operating Income

$3.9

11.6%

Net Income

$4.0

11.7%

EPS (diluted)

$0.56

Total number of
outstanding shares

6.90

2020 Financials (Non-GAAP)
(in millions, except EPS data)
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2020

% of Revenues

Revenues

$107.4

100%

Gross Profit

$36.0

33.5%

Operating Income

$10.6

9.9%

Net Income

$11.0

10.2%

EPS (diluted)

$1.54

Total number of
outstanding shares

6.90

Balance Sheet
(in millions)

December 31, 2020
Cash & Cash Equivalents

$76.1

Working Capital

$106.7

Total Assets

$195.9

Total Debt

--

Total Liabilities

$41.1

Stockholders’ Equity

$154.8

✓Strong Balance Sheet with No Debt
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Income Statement & Long-Term Model (Non-GAAP)
(in millions, except margins and EPS data)
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2020

Targets

Revenues

$107.4

$250

Gross Margin

33.5%

32%

Gross Profit

$36.0

$80

Operating Expenses

$25.3

$34.3

Operating Income

$10.6

$45.7

Operating Margin

9.9%

18.3%

Net Income

$11.0

$38.4

Net Margin

10.2%

15.4%

EPS

$1.54

$5.48

